
Olympus 
development teams 
take transformative 
new AI solutions to 
market faster.⁵  

What stands in your way?

You'll get better insights faster and from more of your data, even across 
hybrid environments. And you can scale easily as your data grows. 
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Drive insight and action
with modern analytics and AI
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Complicated
workflows

Many siloed
data sources

Performance
bottlenecks

Complex
infrastructure

Atlantic Health System 
enjoys 100% uptime, 
and it reduced runtime 
for key reports by 
more than 80%.⁴ 

Quickly Find
and Harness
All Your Data
How can you accelerate your 
transformation journey?

Pure Storage has helped businesses get the most
from their data through modern analytics and AI.

Climb to the top with Pure Storage
and our strategic partners
with powerful solutions for

faster system
learning time¹

analytics silo
consolidation3

The ServiceNow 
infrastructure team 
saves tens of 

thousands of hours 
per year for its log 
analytics pipeline. 

4:1

Consolidate
your data

Shorten time to
insight and action

Simplify data
workflows

Increase agility
and flexibility

300x
faster data
analysis
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Data
exploration

Automated
decision-making

Predictive
modeling

Data Analytics and AI Maturity

The Opportunity

Sharpen your competitive edge
with analytics and AI solutions that

Select Pure Storage® customers have climbed over 
these obstacles and achieved:

The Solution

Modern analytics and AI can turn your data into 
actionable insights, better decisions, and competitive 

advantages as your journey progresses.

Log
analytics

Modern data lakes
and warehouses

Streaming
analytics

AI
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